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Abstract
We onstrut, for any positive integer n, a family of n ongruent onvex polyhedra in IR3,
suh that every pair intersets in a ommon faet. Previously, the largest suh family ontained
only eight polytopes. Our polyhedra are Voronoi regions of evenly distributed points on the
helix (t, os t, sin t). With a simple modiation, we an ensure that eah polyhedron in the
family has a point, a line, and a plane of symmetry. We also generalize our onstrution to
higher dimensions and introdue a new family of yli polytopes.
1 Introduction and History
A family of d-dimensional onvex polytopes is neighborly if every pair of polytopes has a (d− 1)-
dimensional intersetion. It has been known for enturies that a neighborly family of onvex
polygons (or any other onneted sets) in the plane has at most four members. In 1905, Tietze
[24, 25℄ proved that there are arbitrarily large neighborly families of 3-dimensional polytopes,
answering an open question of Guthrie [14℄ and Stakel [23℄. Tietze's result was independently
redisovered by Besiovith [4℄, using a dierent onstrution, and generalized to higher dimensions
by Rado [9℄ and Eggleston [19℄.
Neighborly families of onvex bodies are losely related to neighborly onvex polytopes. A poly-
tope is (2-)neighborly if every pair of verties lies on a onvex hull edge; the Shlegel diagram of the
polar dual of any neighborly 4-polytope onsists of a neighborly family of 3-polytopes. Neighborly
polytopes were disovered by Caratheodory [5℄, who showed that the onvex hull of any nite set
of points on either the moment urve (t, t2, t3, . . . , td) ∈ IRd or the trigonometri moment urve
(os t, sin t, os 2t, sin 2t, . . . , os kt, sin kt) ∈ IR2k is a neighborly polytope. Caratheodory's proof
was simplied by Gale [11℄, who alled these polytope families the yli polytopes and the Petrie
polytopes, respetively, and showed that the two families are ombinatorially equivalent. Cyli
polytopes were independently redisovered by Motzkin [18, 13℄ and

Saskin [20℄, among others. For
further disussion of neighborly and yli polytopes, see Grunbaum [12℄ and Ziegler [29℄.
∗
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2 Arbtirarily Large Neighborly Families of Congruent 3-Polytopes
Dewdney and Vranh [8℄ showed that the Voronoi diagram of the integer points {(t, t2, t3) |
t = 1, 2, . . . , n} form a neighborly family of unbounded onvex polyhedra. Klee [15℄ derived a
similar result for any set of evenly distributed points on the trigonometri moment urve in even
dimensions 4 and higher. Seidel [22℄ observed that for any d ≥ 3, Desartes' rule of signs1 implies
that any nite set of points on the positive branh of the d-dimensional (polynomial) moment urve
has a neighborly Voronoi diagram. More generally, the verties of any neighborly polytope have a
neighborly Voronoi diagram, sine the endpoints of any polytope edge have neighboring Voronoi
regions.
Zaks [26℄ desribed a general proedure to modify any neighborly family of unbounded poly-
hedra of any dimension, where eah polyhedron ontains an unbounded irular one, so that the
resulting polytopes are symmetri about a at of any presribed dimension.
Danzer, Grunbaum, and Klee [7℄ asked if there is a largest neighborly family of ongruent
polytopes. Zaks (with Linhart) [26℄ observed that Klee's Voronoi diagram of evenly distributed
points on the trigonometri moment urve forms a neighborly family of ongruent onvex polyhedra
in even dimensions four and higher, but left the three-dimensional ase open. The largest previously
published neighborly family of ongruent 3-polytopes, disovered by Zaks [27℄, onsists of eight
triangular prisms. Aording to Croft, Faloner, and Guy [6, Problem E7℄, this was also the largest
known olletion of ongruent 3-polytopes with the property that any two have even one point of
ontat. Both Zaks [27℄ and Croft, Faloner, and Guy [6℄ onjetured that the largest neighborly
family of ongruent 3-polytopes is nite (see also Moser and Pah [17, Problem 55℄).
In Setion 2, we show that this onjeture is inorret, by giving a onstrutive proof of the
following theorem.
Main Theorem. For any positive integer n, there is a neighborly family of n ongruent onvex
3-polytopes.
Like the earlier onstrutions of Dewdney and Vranh [8℄ and Zaks and Linhart [27℄, our on-
strution is based on the Voronoi diagram of a set of points on a urve, namely the regular irular
helix h(t) = (t, os t, sin t). An example of our onstrution is shown in Figure 1, and a single
polytope in our family is shown in Figure 3.
We generalize our Main Theorem to higher dimensions in Setion 3, by onstruting an ar-
bitrarily large family of ongruent onvex polytopes in IR
d
, any ⌈d/2⌉ of whih share a unique
ommon boundary fae. We also introdue a new family of yli polytopes, generalizing both the
lassi yli polytopes and the Petrie polytopes.
2 The Main Theorem
Our onstrution relies on the following observation of the author [10℄. We inlude the proof for
the sake of ompleteness.
Lemma 1. Let β(t) denote the unique sphere passing through h(t) and h(−t) and tangent to the
helix at those two points. For any 0 < t < pi, the sphere β(t) intersets the helix only at its two
points of tangeny.
1
The number of real roots of a polynomial is no more than the number of sign hanges in its degree-ordered
sequene of non-zero oeÆients.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1. (a) A neighborly family of sixteen congruent convex polytopes. (b) An exploded view of the same family.
Proof: Sine a 180-degree rotation about the y-axis maps h(t) to h(−t) and leaves the helix
invariant, the bitangent sphere must be entered on the y-axis. Thus, β an be desribed by the
equation x2+ (y − a)2 + z2 = r2 for some onstants a and r. Let γ denote the intersetion urve
of β(t) and the ylinder y2 + z2 = 1. Every intersetion point between β(t) and the helix must
lie on γ. If we projet the helix and the intersetion urve to the xy-plane, we obtain the sinusoid
y = os x and a portion of the parabola y = γ(x) = (x2− r2+ a2+ 1)/2a. These two urves meet
tangentially at the points (t, os t) and (−t, os t).
Figure 2. The intersection curve of the cylinder and a bitangent sphere projects to a parabola on the xy-plane.
The mean value theorem implies that γ(x) = os x at most four times in the range −pi < x < pi.
(Otherwise, the urves y ′′ = − os x and y ′′ = γ ′′(x) = 1/a would interset more than twie in that
range.) Sine the urves meet with even multipliity at two points, those are the only intersetion
points in the range −pi < x < pi. Sine γ(x) is onave, we have γ(±pi) < os±pi = −1, so there
are no intersetions with |x| ≥ pi. Thus, the urves meet only at their two points of tangeny. 
Lemma 1 immediately implies that the Voronoi diagram of any nite set of points on the helix
(t, os t, sin t) in the range −pi < t < pi is a neighborly olletion of unbounded onvex polyhedra.
To obtain a neighborly family of ongruent polyhedra, we use the Voronoi diagram of evenly
spaed points on the helix. For any integer n, let hn(t) = h(2pit/n) and let Hn denote the innite
point set {hn(t) | t ∈ ZZ}. By the Bitangent Lemma, the Voronoi regions of any n + 1 onseutive
points in Hn form a neighborly family of onvex bodies. Sine the point set Hn is preserved by
the rigid motion
(x, y, z) 7→
(
x+
2pi
n
, y os
2pi
n
− z sin
2pi
n
, y sin
2pi
n
+ z os
2pi
n
)
,
whih maps eah point hn(t) to its suessor hn(t+ 1), these Voronoi regions are all ongruent.
4 Arbtirarily Large Neighborly Families of Congruent 3-Polytopes
The following more rened analysis of the Delaunay triangulation of Hn, reminisent of Gale's
`evenness ondition' for yli polytopes [11, 21℄, implies that these Voronoi regions have only a
nite number of faets, and thus are atually polyhedra.
Lemma 2. For any integers a < b < c < d, the points hn(a), hn(b), hn(c), hn(d) are verties of a
simplex in the Delaunay triangulation of Hn if and only if b− a = d− c = 1 and d− a ≤ n.
Proof: Call a tetrahedron with verties hn(a), hn(b), hn(c), hn(d) loal if b − a = d − c = 1 and
d − a ≤ n. Let σ be the sphere passing through the verties of an arbitrary loal tetrahedron.
Analysis similar to the proof of Lemma 1 implies that the only portions of the helix that lie inside
σ are the segments between hn(a) and hn(b) and between hn(c) and hn(d). Thus, all other points
in Hn lie outside σ, so the four points form a Delaunay simplex.
The loal Delaunay simplies exatly ll the onvex hull of Hn, and therefore omprise the
entire Delaunay triangulation. Speially, the only triangles that are faets of exatly one loal
tetrahedron have verties hn(i), hn(i + 1), hn(i + n) or hn(i − n + 1), hn(i), hn(i + 1) for some
integer i. Thus, a tetrahedron is Delaunay if and only if it is loal. 
In light of the duality between features of Delaunay triangulations and Voronoi diagrams,
Lemma 2 lets us exatly desribe the ombinatorial struture of the Voronoi regions of Hn. Let
Vn(t) denote the Voronoi region of hn(t). This polyhedron has exatly 2n faets, in n symmetri
pairs, as follows:
• two unbounded (2n − 1)-gons shared with Vn(t± 1), eah bounded by 2n − 3 segments and
two parallel rays;
• two triangles shared with Vn(t± 2);
• 2n − 8 quadrilaterals shared with Vn(t± 3), Vn(t± 4), . . . , Vn(t± (n − 2));
• two unbounded quadrilaterals shared with Vn(t±(n−1)), eah bounded by two line segments
and two parallel rays;
• two wedges in parallel planes shared with Vn(t± n), eah bounded by a pair of rays.
The two (2n − 1)-gons are adjaent to all the other faets, inluding eah other, and ontain all
the verties of Vn(t); otherwise, the faets are adjaent in sequene. See Figure 3.
(a) (b)
Figure 3. (a) One polytope in the neighborly family of sixteen. (b) An orthographic edge-on view of the same polytope.
The vertex of Vn(0) furthest from the x-axis is the enter of the sphere through hn(0), hn(1),
hn(n−1) and hn(n), whih has oordinates (pi, θ(2pi−θ)/(2−2 os θ), 0), where θ = 2pi/n. Thus, all
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the Voronoi verties ofHn lie in a ylinder of radius θ(2pi−θ)/(2−2 os θ) ≈ n−1 around the x-axis.
To transform our neighborly family of unbounded polyhedra into a neighborly family of polytopes,
we interset eah Voronoi region Vn(t) with the halfspae y os(2pit/n) + z sin(2pit/n) ≤ n, whih
ontains some positive area of every faet of Vn(t).
This ompletes the proof of the Main Theorem.
Zaks [28℄ desribes an alternate proof, based entirely on the neighborliness of the Voronoi regions
of Hn. For eah integer 1 ≤ t ≤ n, plae a triangle on the shared boundary faet between Vn(0)
and Vn(t). Now plae ongruent opies of these triangles on the boundary of every Voronoi region,
so that the entire olletion has the same srew symmetry as Hn. Finally, for any integer t, let
Cn(t) be the onvex hull of the triangles on the boundary of Vn(t). The n + 1 ongruent onvex
polytopes Cn(0), Cn(1), . . . , Cn(n − 1), Cn(n) form a neighborly family.
To atually onstrut either our neighborly family or Zaks', it suÆes to ompute the Voronoi
diagram of the nite point set {hn(t) | t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 3n} and then onsider only the Voronoi
regions of the middle n + 1 points hn(n), hn(n + 1), . . . , hn(2n − 1), hn(2n), sine those Voronoi
regions are the same as in the innite point set Hn. Figure 1 was omputed using this method.
Finally, sine a 180-degree rotation about the y-axis maps eah point hn(t) to hn(−t), and
thus preserves the point set Hn, the Voronoi region Vn(0) is rotationally symmetri about the
y-axis. It immediately follows every Voronoi region of Hn has a line of 180-degree rotational
symmetry. Clipping eah Voronoi region by an additional halfspae as above retains this symmetry,
sine the lipping plane is normal to the symmetry axis. We an reate a neighborly family of
ongruent polytopes additional symmetries by taking the union of eah lipped Voronoi region and
its reetion aross its lipping plane. Eah resulting polytope learly has bilateral symmetry about
its lipping plane and 180-degree symmetry about the original Voronoi region's axis of symmetry,
and therefore is entrally symmetri about the intersetion point of the lipping plane and the
symmetry axis.
Theorem 3. For any integer positive integer n, there is a neighborly family of n ongruent onvex
3-polytopes, eah with a plane of bilateral symmetry, a line of 180-degree rotational symmetry, and
a point of entral symmetry.
3 Higher Dimensions
A family of onvex polyhedra in IR
d
is (stritly) k-neighborly if any subset of k polyhedra has a
(d−k+1)-dimensional intersetion, and no subset of k+1 polytopes has a non-empty intersetion.2
Arbitrarily large k-neighborly families of polyhedra are easy to onstrut in IR2k−1, for example,
Shlegel diagrams of dual yli 2k-polytopes [5, 11℄ or Voronoi diagrams of points on the moment
urve [22℄. However, arbitrarily large k-neighborly families of ongruent polyhedra were previously
only known in dimensions 2k and higher. The lowest-dimensional example is based on the Voronoi
diagram of evenly distributed points on the trigonometri moment urve [15, 26℄ together with the
origin (sine otherwise the origin is on the boundary of every Voronoi polyhedron).
2
The seond ondition is neessary to rule out degenerate onstrutions suh as the produt of a (d−2)-dimensional
ube with n ongruent planar wedges.
6 Arbtirarily Large Neighborly Families of Congruent 3-Polytopes
In this setion, we generalize our three dimensional results by onsidering regularly spaed
points on the following generalized helix :
hk(t) =
(
t, os t, sin t, os 2t, sin 2t, . . . , os kt, sin kt
)
∈ IR2k+1.
Theorem 4. Let P be any nite set of points on the urve hk(t) in the range 0 < t < 2pi, for
some non-negative integer k. The Voronoi diagram of P is a (k + 1)-neighborly family of onvex
polyhedra in IR
2k+1
.
Proof: Consider the sphere σ passing through k+1 arbitrary points hk(a0), hk(a1), . . . , hk(ak) ∈ P
and tangent to the generalized helix at those points, where 0 < a0 < a1 < · · · < ak < 2pi. Any
point hk(t) that lies on σ satises the following matrix equation:
F(t) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 a0 osa0 sina0 os 2a0 sin 2a0 · · · os ka0 sin ka0 k+ a
2
0
0 1 − sina0 osa0 −2 sin 2a0 2 os 2a0 · · · −k sinka0 k oska0 2a0
1 a1 osa1 sina1 os 2a1 sin 2a1 · · · os ka1 sin ka1 k+ a
2
1
0 1 − sina1 osa1 −2 sin 2a1 2 os 2a1 · · · −k sinka1 k oska1 2a1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1 ak osak sinak os 2ak sin 2ak · · · os kak sin kak k+ a
2
k
0 1 − sinak osak −2 sin 2ak 2 os 2ak · · · −k sinkak k oskak 2ak
1 t os t sin t os 2t sin 2t · · · os kt sin kt k+ t2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= 0
To bound the number of zeros of F(t), onsider its seond derivative
F ′′(t) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 a0 osa0 sina0 os 2a0 sin 2a0 · · · os ka0 sin ka0 k+ a
2
0
0 1 − sina0 osa0 −2 sin 2a0 2 os 2a0 · · · −k sinka0 k oska0 2a0
1 a1 osa1 sina1 os 2a1 sin 2a1 · · · os ka1 sin ka1 k+ a
2
1
0 1 − sina1 osa1 −2 sin 2a1 2 os 2a1 · · · −k sinka1 k oska1 2a1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1 ak osak sinak os 2ak sin 2ak · · · os kak sin kak k+ a
2
k
0 1 − sinak osak −2 sin 2ak 2 os 2ak · · · −k sinkak k oskak 2ak
0 0 − os t − sin t −4 os 2t −4 sin 2t · · · −k2 os kt −k2 sin kt 2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
.
F ′′(t) is an aÆne ombination of the funtions os t, sin t, os 2t, sin 2t, . . . , os kt, sin kt, so it an
be rewritten as as a polynomial of degree at most 2k in the variable eit. Thus, F ′′(t) has at most
2k zeros in the range 0 < t < 2pi. (This is essentially the argument used by Caratheodory to show
that Petrie polytopes are neighborly [5℄.)
Sine a0, a1, . . . , ak are roots of F(t) of multipliity two, they are the only roots in the range
0 < t < 2pi; otherwise, by the mean value theorem, F ′′(k) would have more than 2k roots in
the range 0 ≤ a0 < t < ak ≤ 2pi, whih we have just shown to be impossible. Thus, the points
hk(a0), hk(a1), . . . , hk(ak) lie on a sphere that exludes every other point in P and so have mutually
neighboring Voronoi regions. 
In fat, Theorem 4 is a speial ase of the following result, whih follows from an easy gener-
alization of the previous proof and Gale's evenness ondition for yli polytopes [11, 21℄. Dene
the mixed moment urve µd,k(t) as follows:
µd,k(t) =
(
t, t2, . . . , td, os t, sin t, os 2t, sin 2t, . . . , os kt, sin kt
)
∈ IR2k+d.
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For example, µd,0(t) is the standard d-dimensional moment urve, µ0,k(t) is the 2k-dimensional
trigonometri moment urve, and µ1,k(t) is our generalized helix.
Theorem 5. For any non-negative integers d and k, the onvex hull of any nite set of points on
the urve µd,k(t) in the range 0 < t < 2pi is a (d+ 2k)-dimensional yli polytope.
Not surprisingly, we obtain large highly-neighborly families of ongruent polytopes by onsid-
ering the Voronoi diagram of innite point set Hkn = {hk(2pit/n) | t ∈ ZZ}.
Theorem 6. For any non-negative integers n and k, any n + 1 onseutive Voronoi regions in the
Voronoi diagram of Hkn form a (k+ 1)-neighborly family of ongruent onvex polyhedra.
Proof: Fix an integer n, and for notational onveniene, let h(t) = hk(2pit/n). Sine H
k
n is
preserved under a rigid motion mapping eah point h(i) to its suessor h(i + 1), the Voronoi
regions of Hkn are ongruent.
Call a full-dimensional simplex with verties in Hkn loal if all its verties onsist of k + 1
adjaent pairs within a single turn of the generalized helix, that is, if its verties are
h(a0), h(a0+ 1), h(a1), h(a1+ 1), . . . , h(ak), h(ak+ 1),
for some integers a0, a1, . . . , ak with ak+ 1 ≤ a0+ n and ai + 1 < ai+1 for all i. Analysis similar
to Theorem 4 implies that every loal simplex is Delaunay.
The onvex hull of Hkn, whih we will all the Petrie ylinder, is the produt of an 2k-
dimensional Petrie polytope with n verties and a line orthogonal to that polytope's hyperplane.
By Gale's evenness ondition [11, 21℄, the faets of the Petrie polytope are formed by all sets of k
adjaent pairs of points on the trigonometri moment urve. The faes of the Petrie ylinder are
ylinders over the faes of the Petrie polytope.
Call a faet of a loal simplex that is not shared by another loal simplex a boundary simplex.
We easily observe that the boundary simplies are exatly the 2k-simplies whose ordered sequene
of verties has one of the following two forms:
〈h(ak+ 1− n), h(a1), h(a1+ 1), h(a2),h(a2+ 1), . . . , h(ak), h(ak+ 1)〉
〈h(a1), h(a1+ 1), h(a2),h(a2+ 1), . . . , h(ak), h(ak+ 1), h(a1+ n)〉
The following sequene of boundary simplies exatly overs one faet of the Petrie ylinder.
.
.
.
〈h(ak + 1− n), h(a1), h(a1 + 1), h(a2), h(a2 + 1), . . . ,h(ak), h(ak + 1)〉,
〈h(a1), h(a1 + 1), h(a2), h(a2 + 1), . . . ,h(ak), h(ak + 1), h(a1 + n)〉,
〈h(a1 + 1), h(a2), h(a2 + 1), . . . ,h(ak), h(ak + 1), h(a1 + n), h(a1 + n + 1)〉,
〈h(a2), h(a2 + 1), . . . ,h(ak), h(ak + 1), h(a1 + n), h(a1 + n + 1), h(a2 + n)〉,
.
.
.
Every faet of the Petrie ylinder is overed in this manner, and every boundary simplex lies on
some faet of the Petrie ylinder. Thus, the union of the boundary faets is the boundary of the
Petrie ylinder, so the loal Delaunay simplies ompletely ll the Petrie ylinder and therefore
omprise the entire Delaunay triangulation.
8 Arbtirarily Large Neighborly Families of Congruent 3-Polytopes
It easily follows that eah Voronoi region of Hkn is a onvex polyhedron with Θ(n
k) faets,
and that any n + 1 onseutive Voronoi regions form a (k + 1)-neighborly family. As we already
observed, these polyhedra are ongruent. 
We an easily modify our onstrution to obtain a (k + 1)-neighborly family of polytopes, by
interseting eah Voronoi region with a halfspae stritly ontaining all its verties. Eah Voronoi
region of Hkn has a k-at of two-fold symmetry. As long as the boundary of the new halfspae is
perpendiular to this entral k-at, the resulting polytope is also symmetri about this at.
Using a variant of Zaks' symmetrization proedure [26℄, we an ensure that eah polytope is
also symmetri about a at of any speied dimension. Consider the Voronoi region V of h(0)
in the Voronoi diagram of Hkn. Let ρ be the ray from the origin through h(0), let φ
+
and φ−
denote the supporting hyperplanes of the only two parallel faets of V (shared with the Voronoi
regions of h(n) and h(−n)), and let pi be a hyperplane normal to ρ at suÆient distane from the
origin. Finally, let f be any at that lies in pi, ontains the point ρ ∩ pi, and is either parallel or
perpendiular to φ+ and φ−. The intersetion of V and its reetion aross f is a onvex polytope
that is obviously symmetri about f, and whose boundary ontains positive measure from every
boundary faet of V . Applying this proedure to any n+ 1 onseutive Voronoi regions of Hkn, we
obtain our nal result.
Theorem 7. For any positive integers k and n and any nonnegative integer r ≤ 2k, there is a
(k + 1)-neighborly family of n ongruent onvex polytopes in IR2k+1, eah of whih is symmetri
about an r-at.
Acknowledgments. Thanks to Joseph Zaks for his insightful omments on an early draft of this
paper, and to Vitor Klee for sending me a opy of his paper [15℄. Figures 1 and 3 were produed
with the help of the programs 'qhull' [2, 3℄ and `geomview' [1, 16℄.
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